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Foreword
Unexpected political results, from Brexit and Trump’s win, have
contributed to the high level of uncertainty in global markets.
Volatility is expected to continue throughout 2017 as question
marks remain over the future direction of the EU and what Trump’s
fiscal policies will translate to in real terms. Despite the global
challenges, we look ahead to some exciting opportunities.
1. Cuba – opening its doors to foreign investment
With over 40 years’ experience working with Cuban leaders
and their Ambassadors in London, Lord David Triesman further
strengthened his association to the country when responsible
for Anglo-Cuban relations as a Foreign Office Minister in the
mid-2000s. These deep connections have allowed Salamanca
Group to be part of the opening of Cuba to foreign investment.
Lord Triesman is leading this initiative to create, together with
the Cubans, a new financial hub. On page 2, he comments on
the recent macro-economic influences of Castro’s passing and
Trump’s inauguration on Cuba’s trajectory.
2. Next-gen education – small tasks can often have the best results
The importance of next-generation education has evolved
recently as a core part of family governance. In today’s world,
family offices need to go beyond wealth management and
advisory, and I touch on some new ways to add real value to
ensure the enduring legacy of the family.
3. Social housing – FAH, a private company addressing the UK’s
long-term housing problem
Funding Affordable Homes (“FAH”) is an example of social
impact investing which is exceeding its forecasted returns to
investors and whose growth potential is likely to make it one of
the most dynamic contributors to shrinking the housing list.
And finally, our marina in Barcelona has experienced a strong
couple of months seeing an increase in berth demand, and this
final article on page 6 outlines why and how OneOcean Port
Vell is cementing its name as one of the premier marinas in the
Mediterranean.
We look forward to supporting you in 2017.

Superyacht berth
demand on the increase
at OneOcean Port Vell

Martin Bellamy
Chairman & CEO

Read article on page 6
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How have recent macro-economics changed Cuba’s trajectory?
By Lord David Triesman, Executive Director
Writing anything about Cuba in
the past three months would have
been a hard task. The death of Fidel
Castro was thought to raise complex
questions about continuity. The
election of Donald Trump – candidly
an alarming event – meant that a
tide of speculation erupted about
every word he uttered.
Still, perhaps we can take stock. I
doubted the death of even so large
a figure of the 20th century as Fidel
Castro would prove destabilising.
The outward turn to the wider world
had already happened. Raul Castro
and Vice President and Minister
for Foreign Trade and Investment,
Ricardo Cabrisas Ruize had
substantially re-written investment
law and encouraged trade
delegations to seek opportunities
for inward investors. They acted
decisively to remove the overhang of
Paris Club debt.
Of course, on its own this doesn’t
alter a nation’s trajectory. Both
leaders have said candidly there is
work to do to overcome the stray
anchor of bureaucracy. They are
striving to do business with firms
which don’t yet have a clear idea
of structuring business securities in
Cuba and cannot operate normally
without, for example, fast and
reliable access to indispensable
infrastructure – the web.

“The outward turn to the
wider world had already
happened.“

Yet, I can say from first hand
discussion and an extensive
programme of work that these
missing ingredients are being
introduced. The need for a strong
financial institution which is both
Cuban and a repository of Londondriven expertise in investment
banking, debt and capital markets,
and a proven advisory record is both
understood and in demand.
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Cuba needs so many things after the
blockade year and their remaining
barriers. The paradox is that the
country is rich in opportunities,
educated people, and pride in its
resilience, and equally there are
external partners with capital
and appetite, but the need for a
sophisticated intermediary keeps the
primary elements from a truly viable
encounter.
I feel very determined to overcome
this. Four years of work will be put
to good use as soon as the Cuban
administration chooses to fire the
starting gun.
Someone is bound to say ‘surely,
this isn’t the only remaining
blockage’. As I write, just after
President Trump’s inauguration, it
is easy to see the reasons to assess
any new risk. Candidate Trump said
a few unhelpful things in Florida
on the campaign trail. There is no
doubt he was advised this wasn’t
any longer the way to win the
swing state. Clinical research at
Florida’s University showed two
thirds of Cuban Americans wanted
normalisation of relations and ease
in family links. One third were noisily
hostile but elections are not won
by shouting in the voting booth.
Researchers also found New York
retirees in any case outnumbered
the Cuban American community.
Trump won Florida for essentially
the same reason he won Wisconsin.
Too many jobs had gone without
replacement and the well of
discontent was deep.
No one knows how he will go on
this but if we review his long-term
concerns (30 years of evidence)
rather than the flip-flops on the
campaign trail (30 seconds of
evidence) we will see a wholly
transactional man without much
interest in deep value systems. And
a man who believes his ideological
preferences follow in vigorous trade.
Neither characteristic may be
attractive in Havana but we
can at least figure out how to
chart a path in macro-economic
forms. This is what we should do.

The UK and its agile businesses must
become reliable partners with Cuba’s
businesses. The alignment is clear.
The priorities for Cuba are the selfsame areas in which our contribution
of financial and technical knowledge
coincide. Over time we will identify
more of these areas.

“The UK and its agile
businesses must become
reliable partners with
Cuba’s businesses.”
No doubt we will adjust to one
another in a broader sense so our
relationships deepen. None of it will
happen in a zero sum game. The
goal should obviously be ‘win-win’
and it is achievable.

Lord David Triesman has over 40
years’ experience working with Cuban
leaders and their Ambassadors in
London, strengthened relationships
when responsible for Anglo-Cuban
relations as a Foreign Office Minister
in the mid-2000s and deepened these
with time. The development of such
a trusted relationship with partners
in-country, aided by a long term vision
and presence, has allowed Salamanca
Group to be part of the opening of
Cuba to foreign investment.
Lord David Triesman is leading this
initiative and has developed a blog
to provide a regular assessment
of progress and opportunity as we
create, together with the Cubans, a
new financial hub. Previous blogs are
available on the Salamanca Group
website.
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The many disciplines of a Family Office
By Martin Bellamy, Chairman & CEO
The term Family Office, widely
used, but not clearly defined,
is often associated with pure
wealth management or wealth
preservation. However, it is an
unregulated term and the concept
has evolved over time across a
broad spectrum as family needs
and priorities extend beyond
financial.
At one end, there are extremely
well organised and substantial
teams of highly qualified
individuals tasked with looking
after significant wealth and
philanthropic activity that is
often dispersed amongst multigenerational and complex family
structures. Conversely, at the
other end, there are individual
investment professionals or highly
qualified executive assistants
tasked with organising an
individual’s wealth and/or lifestyle.
There is a common term in the
industry; - ‘when you have seen
one family office, you have seen
one family office’.

“In today’s complex
world a family office
needs to go beyond
wealth management and
advisory; a true family
office must possess tools
to manage and protect
wealth, develop and
protect individuals, and
plan and prepare for the
future.”
Whilst family offices perform
certain capabilities in-house, they
also rely on a significant number
of high quality service providers,
which may include specialists
in investments, tax, education,
philanthropy, property, security,
lawyers, asset managers, and so
on.

With such demand for a breadth
of disciplines, there is also an
increasing need for more cost
effective family office structures.
These structures should not be
confused with multi-family office
providers often synonymous with a
pooling of wealth and resources in
some form or other; rather these are
structures that act as coordinators of
all the functions that are required.
Our Private Office provides
services that relate directly to the
requirements of family offices, who
necessitate a range of services
and who are typically keen to
create a long term and closely held
relationship with people that they
trust and enjoy working with. We
work as an extension of a family
office and provide advice, resource
and skills through our in-house
experts or via a select group of ‘best
in breed’ service providers, based
on their ability to deliver a relevant
service.
Increasingly, we are seeing family
offices focus on next-generation
education as a core part of their
family governance. This goes
beyond first steps and schooling to
incorporate leadership training and
personal development, mentoring
and work life experiences. This
pathway is critical for the next
generation to navigate succession
plans and effectively integrate into
the family business, whilst ensuring
the enduring legacy of the family.

We recently facilitated a Family
Office leadership programme
for twenty members aged 1824 from a small number of very
wealthy European families to
aid the development of younger
family members. Run over a two
week period, the programme
concentrated on leadership
development, education and
mentoring. It was almost
exclusively run outdoors, in a
challenging environment and
inhospitable terrain, which pushed
each participant beyond their
personal limits. Importantly, they
learnt how to lead and how to be
led and the importance of building
a team and reliance on others. The
same families have now included
this course into the core part of
their family charter and repeat it
every year with supplementary
shorter leadership weekends.
It is often the simple tasks that
add the most value whether this
is education advice, personal
development checks, or rigorous
manager selection.
Repeatedly we hear of families
relocating to London for two key
reasons, the education offering
and faith in the rule of law; both of
these key tenants are aligned with
the bedrock of a family office. The
modern family office, can only, by
requirement, function effectively
taking into account all of the
necessary components to manage
and protect wealth, develop and
protect individuals, and plan and
prepare for the future.
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Breaking through on social housing: Achieving a holistic impact
By Lord David Triesman, Executive Director

The UK has a long-term housing
problem which every government
has promised to address – and every
government has failed. About five
million people need a home and
many more live in over- crowded
and sub-standard housing. Each year
we build a few tens of thousands of
homes with two inevitable results.
First, the housing list gets longer, the
gap wider, and families and people
with special needs become more
desperate. Health declines as it is
harder to access regular primary
care. School attendance becomes
more erratic as frequent moves cut
children off from stable schooling.
Depression and other chronic
conditions become worse, often
resulting in an inability to get and
keep a job. For older people isolation
becomes an additional millstone.
Second, homes become
unaffordable, ever further beyond
the means of individuals who need
housing. Some of the individuals
have jobs, typically in vital but
relatively low-paid work including
nursing, teaching and health care,
causing them to move away from
main urban centres where rents are
beyond reach.
Both sets of problems have the
greatest impact on those with the
gravest social, physical and economic
difficulty, and the organisations
to which they traditionally turned
for social housing provision – local
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authorities and housing associations
–have a lessening capacity to cope
with demand.
Therefore, what is demanded is new
thinking, new financing and a sense
of mission drawn from new values.
When Salamanca Group applied
itself through a new business,
Funding Affordable Homes (“FAH”),
we consciously tried to break the
log-jam.

“About five million people
need a home and many
more live in over-crowded
and sub-standard housing.”
To have a meaningful impact new
money with new characteristics
was needed. It would not be
straightforward philanthropy
because it would never generate the
volumes needed. Nor would it come
from straightforward commercial
investment because private
development of housing is driven by
the characteristics of the housing
market in the UK.
We needed a middle path, an
investment structure which produced
modest but long-term returns and
had impact out of all proportion to
the normal attributes of property
investment.

First, we wanted to provide homes
for those most vulnerable, with the
overall aim of impacting schooling,
health, employment and strong
communities. With wonderful
encouragement on aspirations and
finances from Big Society Capital
and some inspirational individuals,
as well as detailed advice from The
Good Economy, FAH adopted a
‘Social Assessment Methodology’.
This specified any investment must
provide an improved supply of
good-quality, affordable housing and
accommodation. The percentage of
our developments which would meet
this standard was set at 100%. The
outcomes were that everyone would
have a ‘decent home to live in and
good housing management services;
access to local shops and services;
those with vulnerabilities are able
to live as independently as possible
with appropriate support’.

“We wanted to provide
homes for those most
vulnerable – with the overall
aim of impacting schooling,
health, employment and
strong communities.”
Second, we needed a new financial
model. Social housing has been
highly regulated in the UK so it has
been broadly possible to predict
rents and the costs of services
over lengthy periods. This makes
investment rather like bonds or
infrastructural investments. The FAH
model is that we build or buy the
property and make it fit for purpose,
and the homes and occupants are
looked after by housing associations,
public and quasi-public bodies. They
are good at their job and typically
are well-regarded by tenants.
Candidly, there is no need for the
providers to own the property. Their
goals are to provide it at an excellent
standard. FAH launched a fund and
it has been used to make the first
investments; either building new
homes, buying homes from providers
or converting existing buildings. It is
all new capital in play.
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Of course, FAH had to have a
compelling reputation. Its directors
have been drawn from the leaders in
the social housing field and include,
alongside commercial experts, a
former chairman of the National
Housing Federation and CEO of the
Peabody Trust, Richard McCarthy
CBE, and the former Chair of the
Joseph Rowntree Foundation, Debby
Ounsted CBE. I had the privilege of
chairing the Cabinet Office National
Inquiry into Housing Benefit.

“The FAH model is that we
build or buy the property
and make it fit for purpose,
and the homes and
occupants are looked after
by housing associations,
public and quasi-public
bodies.”
We launched FAH in early 2015 and
our business plan forecast an IRR of
about 8%. We have exceeded 10%.
The model of impact and sensible
returns has significant attractions
to long-term investors including
pension funds and philanthropic
individuals who want the scheme
to grow. Indeed, its growth potential
is likely to make it one of the most
dynamic contributors to shrinking
the housing list.
But does it work for the tenants as
well as for the investors? Does it
really meet the social objectives?

So far, so good. While this is the
view of The Good Economy review
team, which is gratifying, perhaps an
example would be most useful.
In Luton, just north of London,
we bought and converted a large
building into 78 apartments. The
young people who have moved in
had the prospect of jobs if they
had somewhere reliable to live, and
somewhere to live if only they could
get a job. In short they were caught
in a Catch 22. The men and women
in the new accommodation are now
properly housed, now have jobs and
all have access to tertiary education.
Their home is run by the YMCA
and the feedback of the tenants is
heart-warming. In due course, many
will move on to flats but they are

FAH highlights

becoming independent livers with a
chance in life you can’t get sleeping
in a shop doorway.
Our other projects involve older
people who need supported living
but treasure their independence,
young adults with learning
difficulties, and so on. In every case
one of our goals is that tenants have
a strong voice in their lives – that
they are the authors of their own
future.
It works financially, it works in
tangible and measurable impact, it
is scalable and it addresses head on
an issue where we have failed as a
country. As the old saying goes: a
hand up rather than a hand out. And
FAH is always willing to go through
how it works.

Pipeline for 2017

—— The Funding Affordable Homes
investment company was
launched in September 2015.
It was created and founded by
Salamanca Group
—— In 2015, a total of £44m was
raised including an investment
of £15m from leading social
investor, Big Society Capital
—— In 2016, a further £11.5m was
raised including an investment
by the Joseph Rowntree
Foundation

—— To date Funding Affordable
Homes has financed 240
properties including a youth
homelessness hostel, supported
living for elderly residents and
independent living properties
for those with learning and
physical disabilities. The homes
are spread across the south and
the midlands, including Luton,
Harwich and Walton-on-the-Naze

—— Two further projects are at
advanced legal stage, which
would provide a further
280 homes in London and
Northampton
—— Pipeline of c.1800 homes
through 2017/19
—— New fundraising of between
£50m and £100m in 2017

If you are interested in investing in Funding Affordable Homes, please contact Sally at s.turnage@salamanca-group.com
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Access to Strategic
Insight Events - in
assocation with the
European Leadership
Network (ELN)
Last year Salamanca Group
began co-hosting monthly insight
breakfasts with ELN - a group of
leading foreign ministers, military
chiefs and diplomats from across
all major European nations. The
sessions aim to provide deep
security and business strategic
analysis and brings together
emerging leaders who may not yet
have the networks to know each
other well. After a successful first
year of events with topics covering
Russia-West relations, China’s
slowdown, Brexit, the US Election
and Euro-Atlantic security, and
the triggering of Article 50, the
partnership will continue throughout
2017. Forthcoming events will cover
the French elections, Cyber threat
and Russia-West relations.
If you are interested in attending
any of these events, please contact
enquiries@salamanca-group.com

Superyacht berth demand on the increase at
OneOcean Port Vell

As owners and managers of
OneOcean Port Vell, Salamanca
Group was delighted to announce in
February the sale of a 160m berth
on the marina’s Spanish Quay,
which offers 440m of fixed dock and
is capable of berthing the largest
yachts in the world. The sale of this
berth caused a surge in demand for
berth quotations, further signifying
that OneOcean Port Vell is one
of the premier marinas in the
Mediterranean.
Superyacht growth has been on the
increase in Spain since the changes
to the matriculation tax in 2015
allowing superyachts to charter in
Spanish waters. In 2016, OneOcean
Port Vell enjoyed an 85% increase
in the 80m category booked into
the marina and a 742% rise in
yachts over 100m+. It continues to
evolve into a 365-day marina with
a growing percentage of vessels
present across winter and summer.
From a charter perspective, the
proximity of the Balearics is a huge
draw, and the coastline to the north
of Barcelona is something not to be
missed.
OneOcean Port Vell is an ideal
superyacht homeport and continues
to become a transient marina for
yachts sailing to and from the
Caribbean. A significant attraction
to homeporting is the marina’s
servicing ability – it is one of a
select few marinas to have the TPA
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tax-free permit allowing non-EU
flagged yachts to conduct minor
repairs and improvements whilst in
the marina, with VAT exemptions.
This allows for large savings to be
made when yachts undergo winter
works.
Key to supporting the surge in
recent incoming requests and
continuing to deliver first-class
service to the yachts is Nizar
Tagi, the team’s newest addition.
Nizar joined as Sales Director in
early March with over 25 years’
experience in the industry.
Cementing OneOcean Port Vell’s
leading position to the global
yachting industry is the award of
the MYBA Charter Show. Beating
Nice and Genoa, OneOcean Port
Vell will host the event for the next
three years with the first show
taking place from the 24th – 27th
April.
If you would like to understand
more about Chartering in Spain –
how to charter in Barcelona and
managing a yacht at OneOcean Port
Vell - please contact Dominique on
d.irvine@salamanca-group.com.
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We welcome the opportunity to discuss any questions
you may have in regards to the articles in this newsletter,
and to discuss your personal and/or your family’s
requirements. Simply contact:
+44 (0)20 7495 7070
enquiries-privateoffice@salamanca-group.com
Salamanca Group
8th Floor
50 Berkeley Street
London
W1J 8HA

Disclaimer
Salamanca Group Private Client Services Limited (SGPCS) is a private limited company registered in England and Wales with company no. 8925367 with registered address
8th Floor, 50 Berkeley Street, London, W1J 8HA. SGPCS (FRN 621954) is an appointed representative of Salamanca Capital Partners LLP (“SCP LLP”) which is authorised and
regulated by the UK Financial Conduct Authority (FRN 522491). This newsletter neither constitutes, nor should be understood as legal, tax, investment or other advice. The
information contained in this document is for general information only and should not be relied upon in relation to any specific circumstances. SGPCS accepts no responsibility for
any loss arising from action taken by persons relying upon the information herein. Unless indicated otherwise, all information and images are the property of Salamanca Group.
The entire contents of this document is subject to copyright with all rights reserved.
Salamanca Group ®
© Salamanca Group Holdings (UK) Ltd 2017
The Salamanca Group’s Trust and Fiduciary companies includes:
——
——
——

Salamanca Group Trust (Jersey) Limited, regulated by the Jersey Financial Services Commission, registered number 58347, registered office One The Esplanade, St Helier,
Jersey, JE2 3QA, Channel Islands;
Salamanca Group Trust (Switzerland) SA, regulated by the Association Romande des Intermédiaires Financiers and a member of the Swiss Association of Trust Companies,
registered office 1 Rue du Pre-de-la-Bichette, PO Box 1744, 1211 Geneva 1, Switzerland;
Salamanca Group Trust (Mauritius) Limited, regulated by the Mauritius Financial Services Commission, registered address Level 8C, Cyber Tower II, Ebene Cyber City,
Mauritius.

Salamanca Group’s Yachting Services are delivered by OneOcean Yachting Services Ltd (OneOcean). OneOcean is registered in England and Wales under company number
09189120. OneOcean‘s registered address is 8th Floor, 50 Berekely Street, London, W1J 8HA and has a Commercial Agency in Monaco with registration number 15S06729 and
registered address 1, Rue du Gabian, 98000 Monaco.
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